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**FORMAT GUIDELINES & AUTHORING TOOLS**

- [Online Submission FAQs](#)

**INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, GUIDES & POLICIES**

- [Copyright and Your Dissertation or Thesis: Ownership, Fair Use, and Your Rights and Responsibilities](#)
- [Copyright Laws Around the World](#), A supplement to Copyright Your Dissertation or Thesis: Ownership, Fair Use, and Your Rights and Responsibilities.
- [Why Copyright](#)

**PUBLISHING GUIDES**

- [Preparing your manuscript for submission (including supplemental files)](#) Provides guidance on how to embed fonts and other issues important to preparing your manuscript for submission.
- [ProQuest Subject Categories](#) A complete list of the available ProQuest subject categories.
- [Open Access Service compared to Traditional Publishing](#) More information on the publishing options available to you, and why you might choose one over the other.
- [Delayed release and other publishing options](#) Provides guidance on why you may or may not want to put an embargo or sales restriction on your graduate work.
- [Authors - Third party discovery and access to your dissertation/thesis](#)

**CUSTOMER SUPPORT**

ProQuest ETD Administrator customer support can be reached at disspub@proquest.com

**MCW DISSERTATIONS AND THESES**

MCW employees and students can access all published MCW dissertations and theses online [here](#).